EMP OF CONTRACT JAL STAFF AS OFFICER INCHARGE ECHS POLYCLINIC

1. Further to our letter No B/49760/AG/ECHS (R) dt 10 Nov 2008 and your responses thereof.

2. Retd AMC/AD Co ps offrs are presently being emp as Med Offr, Med Specialist and Dental Offr in polyclinics. The present system of having a non-medical Officer as OIC polyclinic has been adopted after due deliberations due to the following reasons:-
   
   (a) To give equal opportunity to retd Non Med Officers seeking post retirement employment.

   (b) Qualified Med Offr should not be bogged down with adm duties.

3. However, where no other suitable non-med offr is available, Stn Cdr may employ a suitable medical offr as OIC Polyclinic provided that the vacancies of medical offrs of the polyclinic have been fully utilised. Such medical offrs should have tenanted the appointment of CO, MH.

4. Intimation of employment of medicl offrs as OIC Polyclinic shall be given to HCs in chain, Regional Centres and Central Org ECHS.
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APPT OF OIC POLYCLINIC

1. Further to this HQ letter No B/49722/AG/ECHS dated 10 Sep 2004.

2. The matter regarding tenability of appointment of OIC Polyclinic has again been deliberated upon at length at appropriate level in conjunction with guidelines issued vide our letter under reference and inputs received from the environment.

3. It is again reiterated that guidelines for employment/appointment of OIC Polyclinic issued vide our letter under reference hold good, except Para 4(b) which may be suitably amended as under:

   For - "Should NOT be from AMC. Aim is to give opportunity to non med offrs for post retirement employment".

   Read - " Officers from AMC (Non Technical/Non Doctor) can be employed in the ECHS Polyclinic. However, Doctors will NOT, repeat NOT be employed as OIC Polyclinic. The aim is to give some opportunity to non medical officers of all arms and services for post retirement employment."

(OS Yadav)
Col
Dir (Ops & Coord)
for MD ECHS

Copy to :-

All Area HQs/Sub Area HQs/Sub HQs - A photocopy of our letter quoted above is also enclosed herewith for info and necessary action please.

All Regional Centres, ECHS
A doubt has arisen as to who all can apply for the post of OIC Polyclinic. It has been observed that even AF Sgts and other PBOR are applying for the post of OIC Polyclinic.

It must be appreciated that the OIC Polyclinic has to deal on daily/frequent basis with doctors employed at Polyclinic, most of who are senior retired officers, with officers at the Area/Sub Area/ Stn HQs and Regional Centres and with retired service personnel, who are members of the ECHS. Besides this, he has also to deal with senior functionaries of the hospitals empanelled by the ECHS and Govt officials of the district administration, specially in Non Mil Stns.

GOI/MOD letter No 22(I)/01/US(WE) D(Res) dt 30 Dec 2002 is clear on the subject. Only non medical officer can be selected as OIC Polyclinic. This was done to give opportunity to non AMC officers for employment. PBOR are NOT tenable for this appt.

In view of the above it is clarified that only following will be selected for the OIC Polyclinic appt :-

(a) Only retired service off.s. Should be drawing a pension.

(b) Should NOT be from AMC. Aim is to give opportunity to non med offrs for post retirement employment.

APP** OF OIC POLYCLINIC
(c) Have a positive attitude and be helpful by nature.
(d) Should **NOT** be Holy commissioned officers.
(e) Necessary preference for appropriate qualification.

5. The above is for your information and necessary action please.

6. **HQs Western Comd only.** This disposes of your letter No 46153/5/ECHS dt 06 Aug 2004.

Encls: As above.

Copy to:

__________________________
(All Regional Centres, ECHS)